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Current Release Notes - Qloud 

Improvements in Quantrix Qloud Version 19.3.0 

When a scripted button on canvas is used to update data but the script lacks the required 
"performWithAuthentication" action, Qloud will now issue a message indicating that the update failed 
(QWC-3734) 

Qloud's new Auto-size entry feature allows users to enter values or text in a cell that exceed the 
cell/column width, such that the cell width automatically widens when you click Enter, to fit the data 
entered. This more closely matches Modeler behavior. If the user has manually sized the width, 
double-clicking to re-size overrides the manually re-sized setting and allows cell edits to automatically 
widen to accommodate the data (QWC-3809) See Known Issue below regarding the effect of row 
height on this feature. 

Code has been optimized between Qloud and Modeler to return model lists used for Check Out and for 

selection of Qloud models for Data Import (QWC-3670) 

Data entry on iPad is improved: When a cell contains numbers, the number keyboard appears but you 
can change the keyboard to text, and text entries in the cell will be retained (QWC-3747)  

Qloud now behaves like Modeler in that clicking Enter in an unchanged cell moves to the next cell 
down (QWC-3735) 

Security has been improved regarding the validity of model edit requests to ensure that improper edit 
requests are rejected (QWC-3863)  

Significant Issues Fixed in Quantrix Qloud Version 19.3.0 

The text size on a canvas should display similarly in Modeler and on Qloud, providing a consistent view 

of the canvas in both (QWC-3730, F0108917) 

Models display correctly on Qloud when formatted using the currency symbol and Accounting 
alignment with left horizontal format (QWC-3790, F0110319) 

Qloud now handles user session timeouts correctly for models that are open in background tabs 
(QWC-3860) 

When printing a canvas, Qloud now respects the canvas boundary and sizes the print job based on the 
content rather than the size of the viewable space (QWC-3237) 

Known Issues in Quantrix Qloud Version 19.3.0 

Qloud auto-sizes the data entered as a single row in the cell even if the row height would 
accommodate multiple rows inside the cell: this differs from Modeler, which will create multiple rows 
of data inside the cell if possible (QWC-3851) 

  

  

  

  

  

  


